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Welcome to the May 2016
Issue of the International Newsletter

WE HAVE A NEW INTERNATIONAL WEBSITE!

On April 7, 2016 Grand Commander Owen Brown 
announced the launch of our new website at 
https://www.sosjinternational.org with contributions 
from many members.  Since the launch we have 
received many accolades, some of which will follow.

The following is the background story of the 
development and production of the website by the 
Computer Task Group (CTG) team leader 
Chevalier Ian Reid, KCJSJ, MMSJ.

CREATING THE WEBSITE

Commanders asked for a re-done website at the 
Malta Sovereign Council meeting of 2014. 

The Computer Task Group (CTG) was put together 

in April, 2015, consisting of Conventual Bailiff David 
Petitpierre, Prior Richard Earthy, Chevaliers Ian Reid 
(Chair) and Maciej Klajnert. 

By August, the CTG had put together the plan and 
proposed to Le Petit Conseil (LPC) what we felt ought 
to be done and how it should be done. We emphasized 
a 3 phase approach that allowed ever wider reviews of 
the site by members.  LPC gave their approval.

The first phase was the most time consuming – 
essentially gathering the material and writing what 
we couldn’t gather. It included designing the site with 
special attention to the home page.  In mid-December, 
the second phase began with the release of the site to 
LPC members and the Advisory Council (Conventual 
Bailiff Dag von Schantz, Grand Prior Martin Marschner 
von Helmreich, Prior Lennart Olsson, Chevaliers 
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Christopher Greene, Jeffrey Strawn and Antonius Van 
de Ven).

The website was amended to reflect their comments 
and re-issued again in early February to the original 
advisors plus Commanders and above, including the 
members of the Sovereign Council. The Histories 
had a separate review process by historically 
knowledgeable members, particularly Bailiff Emeritus 
René Tonna-Barthet and Chevalier Christopher 
Greene. Besides the usual wordsmithing, there were 
two areas that generated considerable discussion, 
the design of the home page and the limited 
emphasis on spirituality in the public section. 

Following much correspondence we were not 
comfortable that we had got the right level on 
‘spirituality.’  Looking for inspiration – divine or 
otherwise – we consulted three clergy members 
in the Order and have implemented the change 
suggested by Dean Peter Elliott. Thus the discussion 
of the meaning of the Cross of Amalfi was moved to 
the “Who We Are” menu in the public website. 

Chevalier Ian Reid, KCJSJ, MMSJ.

SOME COMMENTS ON THE WEBSITE

Congratulations to a very nice and functional 
website.  Great work by you all.  
Prior Lennart Olsson,  Malmö, Sweden

Well done all of you, and long may you prosper for 
the good of our dearly beloved Order
Former Conventual Bailiff René Tonna-Barthet.  
London, England. 

This new website is a wonderful tool.  Thank you for 
all your time and talent in this endeavor.
Dame Dottie Carson.  Florida, USA

Thank you and congratulations for this magnificent 
web site.  It is an exceptional resource, well designed 
and inspiring.  All involved deserve great credit.
Chevalier Jack McGee, Vancouver, Canada

The new site looks fantastic!  I love the look and feel, 

the content and tone are great – congratulations.
Commander Daryl Rock.  Vancouver, Canada

Again, beautiful job to you and the team.
Dame Toni Mastrullo.  Florida, USA

I would like to compliment you and your committee 
for a great job.  The new website is really good.
Commander Stewart Johnston.  Victoria, Canada.

You and your team have done an excellent job.  It is 
inviting and beautiful, yet retaining a seriousness that 
fits the Order.  Bravo!
Conventual Bailiff  Dag von Schantz.  Oslo, Norway

Truly magnificent job.
Chevalier Chris Worrall.  San Jose, USA

A ton of congratulations from the Commandery in 
Formation of Monaco, Italy, because we know how 
deep and accurate is the work done both technically 
and concerning the content. 
Commander Jacqueline Marschner von Helmreich.  
Monaco.

GRAND MASTER DAVID ROLFE

The Grand Master experienced an unfortunate fall 
in his home shortly after his return from vacation in 
mid-March and suffered a painful injury to his neck, 
for which he was hospitalized. for diagnosis and 
treatment.  He returned home after a few weeks 
of rehabilitation  In the meantime, he continues 
to perform all the normal duties of the Office and 
stays in touch both with Carole Cameron in the 
International Office as needed and conversations via 
telephone with the Grand Commander on matters 
requiring coordination.  
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GM Rolfe sends his regards to everyone as well as 
his thanks to everyone for their cards, letters, and 
expressions of encouragement for a quick recovery.  
He is eagerly anticipating seeing many of us in 
Cleveland at the Sovereign Council Meetings in 
September. 

NEWS FROM AROUND 
THE SOVEREIGN ORDER

VICTORIA COMMANDERY ART DRIVE 
FOR HOSPICE

Chevalier Frank Bouree KSJ and his fundraising 
committee organized Art Drive for Hospice which was 
held February 27, 2016.  Frank recruited expertise 
from both the Victoria Commandery and the Victoria 
community, leading both to a successful campaign 
and to solid potential aspirants.  

The Art Drive was a big success, raising some 
$40,000 for Victoria Hospice as well as putting the 
Sovereign Order and its brand into the community 
consciousness.  Some 2000 art pieces were donated, 
with 1500 selling.  About 10 were reserved for future 
auctions for ours and other Commanderies. Another 
40 are on GoBid – an Internet charity auction site.  
Some 500 pieces were donated to Cool Aid – a non-
profit society which, among other things, operates 
accommodations for the poor and the hard to house.  
The art will decorate their rooms.

The website for our auction:  
http://gobid.ca/auction/819
Commander Stewart Johnston KGSJ

PRIORY OF THE WESTERN 
USA INVESTITURE IN SAN FRANCISCO

APRIL 16, 2016
I am particularly grateful to Commander Giselle 
Parry-Farris who sponsored eight aspirants into the 
San Francisco Commandery… no doubt a record for 
individual sponsorship into any Commandery. 

We hosted our Aspirants, members and spouses at 
the St. Francis Yacht Club on Friday April 15th.
The gorgeous weather and the beautiful sunset made 
for a spectacular setting and relaxed 
environment in which the 85 attendees could meet 
new members and reconnect with those we haven’t 
seen in a while.  Aspirants and sponsors were 
introduced along with International Officials in 
attendance. 

The Investiture Service at the Amazing Grace 
Cathedral began and ended with the regal and 
rousing sounds of the bagpipes. Fifteen capable and 
deserving Aspirants were invested into the Order. We 
were again blessed to have two arias exquisitely sung 
by our own Dame Jennifer Der Torossian-Studley. 

The Service was followed by a gala reception and 
dinner at the prestigious Pacific-Union Club.

Prior Colleen Wilcox, DJSJ.

New Knights and Dames with Prior Colleen Wilcox
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HOMILY FOR THE INVESTITURE
THE SOVEREIGN ORDER OF SAINT JOHN 

OF JERUSALEM
KNIGHTS HOSPITALLER

SAN FRANCISCO, APRIL 16, 2016

Jesus’ Beatitudes serve as the spiritual compass at the 
heart of The Sovereign Order – his way of showing his 
disciples a process.  “Follow this process and you will 
understand and embody my attitude toward a fulfilling 
life, and bring order to your own.”  A 
picture on the Internet showed Jesus with an “Oh 
My God!” expression, his hand covering his face.  The 
caption read:  
“I gave them the Beatitudes, and all they do is quote 
Leviticus.”

Now I don’t know if you’ve ever read Leviticus and 
its ancient purity rules, but they are dreadful.  Jesus’ 
Beatitudes are different.  The Old English “Bless-ed” 
means “how blessed, “how happy.”  Recent words 
from Pope Francis about the path to happiness are like 
bookends to the papal bull of Pope Paschal II, which 
established the Knights of Saint John, Hospitaller. 

In the light of challenges we face, Pope Francis’ words 
speak to us individually and to our Sovereign Order, as 
we think of being happy as being blessed.  

“I would like to remind you,” he wrote, “that being 
happy is not having a sky without storms, or roads 
without accidents, or work without fatigue, or 
relationships without disappointments.  Being happy 
is finding strength in forgiveness, hope in ones battles, 
security at the stage of fear, love in disagreements.

“Being happy is not only to treasure the smile, but that 
you also reflect on the sadness.  It is not just 
commemorating the event, but also learning lessons in 
failures.  It is not just having joy with the applause, but 
also having joy in anonymity.

“Being happy is to recognize that it is worthwhile to 
live, despite all the challenges, misunderstandings and 
times of crisis.  Being happy is not inevitable fate, but 
a victory for those who can travel towards it with your 
own being.
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“Being happy is to stop being a victim of problems 
but to become an actor in history itself.  It is not only 
to cross the deserts outside of ourselves, but still 
more, to be able to find an oasis in the recesses of 
our soul.    It is to thank God every morning for the 
miracle of life.  

“Being happy is not being afraid of ones feelings.  It 
is to know how to talk about ourselves.  It is to bear 
with courage when hearing a “no.”  It is to have the 
security to receive criticism, even if it is unfair.  It to 
kiss the children, pamper the parents, (and) have 
poetic moments with friends, even if they have hurt 
us.

“Being happy means to allow the free, happy and 
simple child inside each of us to live; having the 
maturity to say, ‘I was wrong,’ having the audacity 
to say, ‘forgive me.’    It is to have sensitivity in 
expressing ‘I need you,’ to have the ability of saying, 
‘I love you,’ so that your life becomes a garden full of 
opportunities for being happy.  

“And you will find that happiness is not about 
having a perfect life but about using tears to water 
tolerance, losses to refine patience, failures to carve 
serenity, pain to appreciate pleasure, obstacles to 
open the 
windows of intelligence.  Remember that you are a 
special human being” - and, I would add, as special 
as each of those we serve.  

As we welcome new knights and dames tonight 
I believe the words of Pope Francis speak to our 
hearts and minds and actions, as we seek to live 
out the Beatitudes in our personal lives and in the 
Sovereign Order. 
 
Rev. Ernest W. Cockrell+
Convener of the Ecclesiastical Council
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MEMBER NEWS 
DEATHS

Bailiff Sir Albert McQuarrie, Kt. GCSJ, CMSJ

Born in Greenock, Scotland H.E. Conventual Bailiff 
Emeritus died in January at the age of 98.

Sir Albert joined the Sovereign Order in 1991 and 
eventually became an energetic member of the 
Working Group, which eventually led to the formal 
Unification of the Sovereign Order of the Hospital 
of Saint John of Jerusalem with the Sovereign Order 
of St. John of Jerusalem, Knights Hospitaller in 
Budapest in 2010.

In his other life Sir Albert is best known as a Member 
of the British Parliament for 12 years under Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher and for safeguarding the 
future of Gibraltar and fighting for the rights of the 
fishing community in England and Scotland.  

We extend our sincere condolences to Lady Rhoda 
McQuarrie and his son Dermot.

Dame Christine Murrell, DCSJ, MMSJ 

We were very saddened to learn of the sudden 
death in march of Dame Christine Murrell of the 
Commandery of London, England.

Christine was invested into the Sovereign Order 
in 2005 and she and her husband Chevalier Peter 
Murrell, who was invested in 1997, were very active 
in supporting the Order in many ways and especially 

in encouraging support for the sick and the poor in 
third world countries.  Christine also annually designed 
the Sovereign Order Christmas cards used by members 
of the Grand Priory of the United Kingdom and Ireland. 
Those of us who knew Christine will miss her lively 
personality.

Christine died unexpectedly and we all send our 
sincere condolences to her husband Chevalier Peter 
Murrell, KCJSJ.

Chevalier John A. Marshall, KJSJ

We are also very sorry to report on the death of 
Chevalier Marshall of West Palm Beach, Florida.

John has been described as passionate, knowledgeable 
and proud.  He was a life-long environmentalist who 
devoted his energies to preserving and restoring the 
Florida Everglades.

In his other life John served as a career military officer 
in the US Marine Corps actively and as a Reserve 
Officer for 30 years.  He served in Viet Nam and 
was awarded numerous medals for his 275 combat 
missions, and other commendations.

John was a member of the Palm Beaches Commandery 
since 2000 and served on the Board of Trustees 

We extend our sincere condolences to Dame Nancy 
Marshall on the loss of her husband.
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AWARDS

Congratulations to the following people who have been awarded the Sovereign Order’s Certificate of Merit :
Chevalier James Boucher.    The Western Military Commandery 
Squire Christopher Carroll.    St. Joseph Commandery
Chevalier James Hastings.  The Western Military Commandery
Chevalier Raymond  A. Mendoza.  St. Joseph Commandery
Ms. Carole Cameron.     Administrator, International Office, Vancouver
Ms. Gail Dunn.     Administrator Commandery of Vancouver.

“The Certificate of Merit is awarded to persons in recognition of services to the Sovereign Order and to the 
Communities that it serves.” 
Rules of the Sovereign Order as revised in 2010.

        

Bailiff David Petitpierre, Ms. Carole Cameron, Registrar General Viviane Reid.  
Prior Richard Earthy, Ms. Gail Dunn, Commander Anne Rowland.

2016 INVESTITURES

The following Investitures and Sovereign Council Meeting have been approved for the remainder of 2016.

June 11  Commandery of Vancouver  Vancouver, Canada
August 27  Grand Priory of Finland  TBA, Finland
September 23 – 27 Sovereign Council Meetings   Cleveland, USA
September 27  Priory of Eastern USA Investiture Cleveland, USA
October 15  Grand Priory of Brittany  Campénéac, Brittany, France
October 22  Commandery of Victoria  Victoria, Canada
November 19  Commandery of England  London, England

Layout:  Our thanks to Alexandria Gordon-Collins for her layout work
Editor:  Conventual Bailiff Grand Counsellor David Petitpierre, GCSJ
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